
 
Effingham County High School 
1589 Highway 119 South 
Springfield, Georgia 31326 
(912) 754-6404  

April 2020 
  
Dear Parents and Students, 
  
Summer vacation is almost here!  It is important to remember that students need to practice academic skills during these 
months.  Due to the lengthy summer break, many students lose momentum with their academic progress and fail to 
maintain a healthy academic lifestyle.  As a part of your child’s requirements for Tenth Grade Honors English, students 
are required to participate in summer reading assignments to promote continued academic practice.  
 
This summer, your child will be required to read, annotate, and write constructed responses for the memoir A Long Way 
Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier by Ishmael Beah. Your child will also be required to take a comprehensive exam over 
this book upon their return from summer vacation during the first full week of school. Additionally, your child will select 
his or her favorite novel and create an original book cover for it. They will also eventually pitch this book to their peers 
upon returning from vacation. Attached are the specific summer reading requirements and rubrics that will be used to 
evaluate your child’s work. 
 
The first order of business after you receive this information is to join the 10th Honors “Summer” Google classroom set 
up by Mrs. Liles and myself. If you are in the classroom, we know you received the summer reading assignments, and you 
do not have to make any further contact. You will also fill out a Google form posted in the classroom which tells us which 
book you will be using for the second part of your summer reading--your favorite novel! When you receive your schedule 
for next year, you will join either Mrs. Liles’ or Ms. Jandasek’s individual classroom, whichever teacher you are assigned 
for the school year. This is where your digital assignments for Part 1 will be turned in. Until then, use the “Summer” 
classroom.  
*Class join code for “Summer” classroom: u54hmai 
  
We encourage any questions you might have and look forward to teaching your child during the 2020/2021 school year. 
Our email addresses are listed below for your use.  You may also contact the school directly by dialing (912) 754-6404. 
 

Texts: 
A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier By Ishmael Beah* 
ISBN-13: 978-0374531263 
  
Your child’s favorite novel!  
 
*can be ordered online (new or used) or purchased at local bookstores 

 
 Sincerely, 

Joey Jandasek: jjandasek@effingham.k12.ga.us 
                                                                       Amy Liles: aliles@effingham.k12.ga.us 

ECHS 10th Grade Honors English Teachers 
 

Summer Reading Requirements 
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*Note: BOTH PARTS are REQUIRED for everyone to complete and is DUE by the first day of school. Students should 
submit their work for Part 1 via Google Classroom to the teacher listed on their 2020-2021 schedule once they receive 
them, OR bring in a hard copy. Students should bring their hard copy of Part 2 on the first day of school. Part 1 will be 
60% of a test grade and Part 2 will be 40% of a test grade for a total of one test grade.  NO EXCEPTIONS. NO 
EXTENSIONS. 

PART ONE  
Constructed Responses: 
After reading and annotating A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier, write thoughtful responses to the prompts 
posted in Google classroom addressing the memoir. Be sure to use constructed response format and answer every question 
included in each prompt. Each response should be no fewer than eight sentences and must include at least one direct 
quote from the memoir integrated into the response as textual evidence. Responses will be scored using the Milestone 
rubric (attached). The rubric has been amended slightly to include attention to grammar, spelling, and punctuation. Your 
responses will be typed directly onto the Google doc posted in Google classroom. 

 
Prompts: Posted in “Summer” Google classroom 

Requirements:  
● MLA Format including: double-spaced, 12-point Times New Roman font, and 1-inch margins  

           (Helpful Resource: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/) 
● Each response should be no fewer than eight sentences in length and must include at least one direct quote 

integrated into the response from the appropriate memoir. 
 
Work will be submitted via Google Classroom to the appropriate 10th ELA teacher once you  
receive your 20-21 schedule. Teachers will update their separate class codes for sections when they receive their  
schedules for next year. Look for posts in the “Summer” classroom.  
 
Comprehensive Exam: 
Instructions: The test will be given during the first full week of the 2020-2021 school year. Properly annotating while 
actively reading will best prepare you for this exam. A guide for annotation  and examples of annotated texts will be 
provided in the “Summer” Google Classroom.  
 
Requirements:  

● Be prepared to answer comprehensive and analytical questions regarding each novel. 
● Pay attention to literary elements (including rhetorical devices and figurative language addressed in 9th grade), 

characterization, and plot components. 
● Use the provided guide to assist you in your annotations of the novel which will help prepare you for the exam.  

 
PART TWO  

Instructions: Select your favorite novel (appropriate for an audience of your peers and teachers; this should not be a children’s 
book). You also may not choose a book assigned during 9th grade for academic purposes. Your choice should be a book that 
resonates with you for specific reasons that you can identify and explain to an audience of your peers and teacher. *Please fill 
out the Google form in the “Summer” Google classroom that indicates the book you will use for your project. 
 
Requirements  

● Create a book cover: Imagine that you are the designer for your favorite novel’s new print edition.  Design an original 
book cover for the novel. The inside of your book cover will serve to pitch the novel to your peers, meaning entice 
them to read this book! This pitch will be shared with your class when we return to school. Use the actual novel as a 
point of reference (BUT DO NOT COPY IT!!) Examples will be posted in Google Classroom (you may not use the 
same novel as the example). 

● See specific instructions and rubric posted in “Summer” Google classroom. 
 

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/


 
Constructed Response Items for Part ONE of Summer Reading 2020-2021 

 
Instructions: After reading and annotating A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier, write thoughtful responses to 
the following prompts addressing the memoir. Be sure to use constructed response format and answer every question 
included in each prompt. Each response should be no fewer than eight sentences and must include at least one direct 
quote from the memoir integrated into the response as textual evidence. Responses will be scored using the Milestone 
rubric (attached). The rubric has been amended slightly to include attention to grammar, spelling, and punctuation. Your 
responses may be typed directly onto this Google document beneath each question. 
 
Requirements:  

● MLA Format including: double-spaced, 12-point Times New Roman font, and 1-inch margins  
           (Helpful Resource: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/) 

● Each response should be no fewer than eight sentences in length and must include at least one direct quote 
integrated into the response from the appropriate memoir. 

 
*Work will be submitted in Google classroom to the 10th ELA teacher that appears on your 20-21 schedule. Check for 
updates in “Summer” classroom.  
 
Memoirs of a Boy Soldier Prompts: 

1. Although most of the book’s events occur in Sierra Leone, American culture  is a pervasive theme in the 
memoir and in the author’s life. What role does American culture (such as American music and movies) 
play in Beah’s life? What positive influences does American culture have on Beah? What negative 
influences does it have on him?  
 

2. What role do parables and storytelling play in the community? Identify the themes or messages in the 
parables that the author included.  Consider the following parables and discuss what lessons the author 
learned from the stories. What lessons can we learn from these stories? 

a. The wild boar parable  
b. The Bra spider  
c. The trickster monkey  

 
3. Throughout the book, Beah discusses the impacts of child soldiering in villages throughout Sierra 

Leone. What are they? What impacts do you think child soldiering have on the international 
community? Discuss both the short-term impacts as well as the future consequences. 

 
4. Beah shows us how children are turned into child soldiers. Discuss two of these techniques. What effect 

did these techniques have on the children? What impacts, if any, did child soldiers have on the war? 
 

5. After the children are taken from their units, they are placed in a rehabilitation center in Freetown. What 
happens upon their arrival? Why do you think that the children are so frustrated at the “civilians”? Do 
you think that the rehabilitation center was helpful to the children? To Beah? Why or why not? 

 
 
 
References:  
“Discussion Questions for A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier.” International University of      Iowa, International University   of Iowa, 
international.uiowa.edu/sites/international.uiowa.../ocob_2008_questions. 

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/


 
Annotating a Book: 

 
What is an annotation?  
An annotation is a critical or explanatory note or body of notes added to a text. Think of annotations as 
“showing your work” while you read (like you do in math). You are showing what you are thinking while you 
read and analyze (If you can’t articulate your thoughts, then you have to question if you know what you’re 
thinking).This, of course, requires ACTIVE participation with the text, engaging your mind while you read, not 
skimming the page.  
 
What do I use to annotate? 
Tools: Highlighter(s), Pencil (because mistakes happen), and Your Own Text  
**Do not annotate other people's property, which is almost always selfish, often destructive, rude, and possibly illegal. For 
a book that doesn't belong to you, use adhesive notes for your comments, removing them before you return the text. 
 
How do I annotate? 
It is important to remember that when annotating, you are not restating what has already been said. You are 
explaining why a particular phrase, sentence, paragraph, etc. is important to understanding the novel 
beyond the literal (what is written) to what can be interpreted (what is implied) or can be applied (how it relates to 
other texts/current events/real life situations).  
 
Below are some strategies to consider to help you annotate your text:  

I. Summarize/Paraphrase: (only about 20% of your annotations) 
A. keep a list of important events in a chapter  

1. use the blank space at the beginning of the first page of the chapter 
B. give a chapter (if it does not have one already) a title of your own that in some way summarizes the 

main action of the chapter. 
II. Literary Terms (the majority of your annotations; about 70%) 

A. Plot Structure/Devices 
1. Draw some diagrams (family tree, plot diagram, bubble diagram, etc) that establish character 

connections 
2. Identify the crucial moment or climax of the plot 
3. Identify the resolution or denouement 
4. Identify and make a note of any important transitions or shifts (twists and turns) in the plot 

B. Characters & Development 
1. Jot down indications of how characters are developing and what affects change or growth.  
2. Note physical description of characters (often indicates character qualities and flaws) 
3. Be aware of detailed descriptions of a character’s inner thoughts, feelings, impressions, 

suspicions, etc 
4. Consider what motivates your characters and how they act on those motivations 

C. Conflict: 
1. Consider the different types of conflict (both internal and external) and how it drives the plot 

D. Setting (physical place, conditions, time):  
1. Note important locations, physical conditions, weather, time of day, month, season, etc. 

E. Narration (point of view, technique, flashback, foreshadowing, authorial intent):  
1. Identify the point of view right away. Consider why the author chose this and why it is 

effective.  



 
a) Consider your narrator’s credibility and reliability. Do you trust him/her? Are you 

meant to?  
b) Consider the narrator’s tone or attitude 

2. Be aware of possible flashbacks, or think about any shifts or departures from a strictly 
chronological telling of the story. Consider any elements of possible foreshadowing.  

F. Irony (verbal, situational, dramatic):  
1. Identify it, but also know why it’s important and how it functions. 

G. Diction, Language & Sentence Structure 
1. Be aware of the language an author is using. Is it descriptive, flowery, and romantic, or is it concise, 

terse, or economic? 
2. Analyze the syntax. Are the sentences complex in structure, brief and simple, or to the point? 

Why would the author write in this way? 
3. Make note of any use of dialect or regional accents. 
4. Note use of elevated vocabulary and look up words you don’t know.  (write definition in 

margin) 
H. Symbols, Motifs, & Archetypes (know the difference!) 

1. The trick here is not only to identify them, but to establish what they mean and how they 
function. 

2. If you think something might be a symbol, motif, archetype, make a note of it and place a 
question mark next to your thoughts.  

I. Themes 
1. Identifying theme may not take place until you are nearly finished, or even finished, reading a 

text. Make notes of what you think the author is trying to communicate to the audience. 
 

III. Personal Reactions and Questions: (only 10% of you annotations) 
A. If something you read strikes you as funny, intense, confusing, enlightening, etc. honor those 

reactions and record them in the margins!  
B. If you have a specific question about what you are reading, write that question down.  
C. If what you read reminds you of something else (another text you’ve read, a movie, a song, 

something you heard once, a person you know, a personal situation, a memory, etc.)note that 
connection.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Assignment #2 for Summer Reading: Choice Novel Book Cover 

Due Date: First Day of 2020-2021 School Year 
 

 
Name: _____________________________________________________________Class Period: _____ 
 
 
Imagine that you are the designer for your favorite novel’s new print edition.  Design an original  book 
cover for the novel. The inside of your book cover will serve to pitch the novel to your peers, meaning 
entice them to read this book! This pitch will be shared with your class when we return to school. Use 
the actual novel as a point of reference (BUT DO NOT COPY IT!!) Examples will be posted in Google 
Classroom (you may not use the same novel as the example).  
 
Part I: Front Cover: 

1. Title of Novel: Write the book’s title in an appropriately large and  visually appealing font. 
2. Author’s Name: Include the author’s name in an appropriately large and visually appealing font. 
3. Picture/Visual: Create a visual for the cover of the new novel that reveals who/what is most important 

(main character, objects, scenes, major symbol, etc). It should portray a “feel” for the novel. Your visual 
should be in color. 

4. Publishing Company: Include the name of the publishing company in an appropriately large font.  
 
Part 2: Spine and Back Cover 

5. Spine: Write the title & author (again) in appropriate color, shape, and size. 
6. Synopsis: Write FIVE (5) thoughtful, thorough sentences describing the central idea(s)/important 

information in the book. This should be an appropriate color and size, with correct grammar, spelling, 
and punctuation. 

7. Attention-Catching Book Quote: Include a short quote copied from the book that catches the reader’s 
interest. Make sure to use MLA citation style for your quote (Put the quote itself in quotation marks and 
with the author’s last name and the page number in parentheses following the quote).The quote should 
be an appropriate size, color, and position on the cover. 

8. Review Quote: Describe what you think about the book. Sign your name. Make sure your personal 
quote is also in quotation marks. 

9. Comparison Quote: Compare this book to another book you’ve read. Sign a “reviewer’s” name. Make 
sure this is also in quotation marks. 
 

Part 3: Inside Cover (Pitch)  
10. Logline: Write a one-sentence description of the book. If someone asked you what the book was 

about, what would be your quick answer? Use the formula below to create your sentence.  
a. Logline formula = Protagonist + Action + Antagonist + Goal + Stakes 
b. Example: A local sheriff, a marine biologist, and a salty seafarer must form an unlikely team to 

stop a great white shark from destroying a beach community. (Jaws) 
c. Example 2: T’Challa, the new king of Wakanda, must confront his family’s legacy in order to 

reclaim his throne from a vengeful outsider, who is the result of Wakanda’s dark secret. (Black 
Panther) 

11. Book Concept: Write 1-2 sentences describing the genre and how the book fits that particular genre. 
Is it a mystery? Fantasy? Coming-of-age story? How does this novel fit that genre? 



 
12. Personal Connection: Write a 2- 3 sentence explanation of why the novel is your favorite. Why 

should others read it? 

Book Cover Design Set Up 
 
BACK    SPINE FRONT 

*Synopsis 
 
*Attention-Catching 
Book Quote 
 
*Review Quote 
 
*Comparison 
Quote 

 

* Title 
 
*Author Name 
 
*New Picture 
 
*Publishing 
Company 

 
 
 

 
 

INSIDE PAGE    SPINE INSIDE PAGE 

 
 
*Logline 
 
 
*Concept 

  
 
*Personal 
Connection 
 

 
 
 
 

 



 
RUBRIC: 

Front Cover 
1. Title 

a.  Title  
b. Meaningful color & size 

2. Author Name  
a.  Author’s name 
b. Meaningful color & size 

3. Picture 
a. Reveals who/what is most important (main character, objects, scenes, major 

symbol, etc) 
b. Attractive, Colorful, & neat 
c. Creative: Portrays a “feel” for the novel  

4. Publishing Company 
a. Publisher name included 
b. Meaningful color & size 

Front Cover 
 

1. ______/2 

2. ______/2 

3. ______/10 

4. ______/2 

Spine 
5. Title & Author (again) in appropriate color, shape, & size 

Spine 
5. _____/2 

Back Cover 
6. Synopsis 

a.  5 thoughtful, thorough sentences describing the central idea(s)/important 
information in the book 

b. Appropriate color & size 
c. Correct grammar, spelling, & punctuation 

7. Attention-Catching Book Quote 
a. Short quote copied from the book that catches the reader’s interest. 
b. Appropriate size, color, & position on the cover 
c. In quotation marks and with the page number in parentheses following the 

quote 
8. Review Quote 

a. Describe what you think about the book. Sign your name. 
b. Quote is in quotation marks.  

9. Comparison Quote 
a. Compare this book to another book you’ve read. Sign a “reviewer’s” name. 
b. Quote is in quotation marks. 

Back Cover 
 

6. ______/20 (4 

pts. ea) 

7. ______/10 

8. ______/10 

9. ______/10

 

Inside: Pitch the Book to your peers 
10. Logline 

a. LOGLINE: A one-sentence description of your idea. If someone asked you 
what the show was about, what would be your quick answer? 

i. Logline formula = Protagonist + Action + Antagonist + Goal + Stakes 
ii. See inside cover  instructions for examples 

11. Book Concept 
a. 1-2 sentences describing the genre and how the book fits that particular 

genre.  
b. Correct grammar, spelling, & punctuation 

12. Personal Connection 
a.  2- 3 sentence explanation of why the novel is your favorite & why others 

should read it. 
b. Correct grammar, spelling, & punctuation  

Inside: Section Titles 
 

10. ______/10 

11. ______/10 

12. ______/12 

TOTAL ___________/100 

 


